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ABSTRACT
Bake-out with dilution ventilation is a potential technology that can shorten emission cycle of indoor VOCs and other hazardous gas, and then reduce indoor environment pollution brought forward by building materials. This technology based on characteristic that chemical substance of building materials is easier to emit under high temperature. This paper used numerical value method to compute TVOC removal amount under different operation conditions and concentration changes indoor during bake-out exhaust dilution process. Except that, this paper also discussed effects of bake-out temperature, bake-out time, ventilation time, air change rate on removal.
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INTRODUCTION
In China, with the improvement of the living standard and civil building innovation, large numbers of building materials and decorated materials have been used. Some kinds of VOCs like Formaldehyde, benzene, toluene and xylene etc. released from these materials make up the main indoor pollution source and impact people’s health so much. In China, adult spend 80-90% of his time indoors, while for old man and baby, the time inside buildings even increase to more than 95%. Indoor air pollution has been listed into one of five environment factors which damage mankind’s health most. After “soft coal pollution” and “photochemistry fog pollution” brought by industrial revolution, China now has entered the third industrial revolution, China now has entered the third environment pollution period which sign “indoor air pollution”. Deleterious gas release from building materials is thought to be the main reason. In Beijing, indoor environment pollution induced by decoration has become one of five issues. According to investigation of Chinese indoor decoration union indoor pollution inspect center, deleterious materials account for 68% of Chinese indoor pollution sources. Indoor pollution has been listed as model pollutant. The emission rate of TVOC has been calculated using the following simple model:

\[ E(t) = -D_c \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = -D_c \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} + \frac{2D_c C_l}{L} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \exp \left[ -D_c \frac{(2n-1)\pi^2}{2L} t \right] \]

where \( E(t) \) is the emission rate of TVOC [mg/(s \cdot m^2)]; \( D_c \) is effective diffusion coefficient of TVOC (m^2/s); \( t \) is time (s); \( L \) is the thickness of material (in this paper \( L=0.006m \)).

The corresponding TVOC concentration within the material is given as:

\[ C(x,t) = \frac{4C_l}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{(2n-1)} \exp \left[ -D_c \frac{(2n-1)\pi^2}{2L} t \right] \sin \left( \frac{(2n-1)\pi x}{2L} \right) \]

\[-(2)\]
where $C$ is the TVOC concentration within the material (mg/m$^3$); $C_0$ is the initial TVOC concentration (in this paper, $C_0 = 1.92 \times 10^{-5}$mg/m$^3$);
The transient TVOC mass balance in the room can be expressed by

$$\frac{dC_r}{dt} = \frac{Q}{V}(C_{io} - C_r) + \frac{M}{V}$$

(3)

where $C_i$ is the indoor TVOC concentration (mg/m$^3$); $C_{io}$ is the outdoor TVOC concentration (mg/m$^3$); $Q$ is the ventilation rate (m$^3$/s); $V$ is the volume of the room (m$^3$); $M$ is the emission rate of TVOC (mg s$^{-1}$), which is given:

$$M = A \cdot E(t)$$

(4)

where $A$ is the area of building material (m$^2$).
The formula above suppose x axis is vertical to the surface of material and effective diffusion coefficient calculated from Arrhenius equation.

$$D_c = D_{ref} \exp \left[ - \frac{E}{T} - \frac{1}{296} \right]$$

(5)

According to Arrhenius equation, effective diffusion coefficient has close relationship with temperature. In here, $D_{ref}$ as effective diffusion coefficient in 23°C (296K), T as absolute temperature (K), $E=17200$ (K) as experimental coefficient.

1.2 Model validation

In order to verify the aforementioned model, the predicted benzene concentrations based on the model are compared with experimental data (case4). As shown in Figure 1, there is good agreement between the measured and calculated concentrations. The minor discrepancies may be due to instability and partial mixing in the chamber.

Fig.1 Comparison of measured and calculated benzene concentrations

1.3 Simulation conditions

The range of measured indoor concentrations of different VOCs is extremely wide. Wang found that the TVOC concentrations ranged from 0.213 to 28.326mg/m$^3$ in Harbin dwellings. Therefore the initial TVOC concentration was set as 8.027 mg/m$^3$. In addition, the size of room for bake-out was assumed as 20m$^2$ and 60m$^3$.

Factors such as baking time, baking temperature, ventilation time and air change rate were used for parametric study. In this study, index of $N_r$ was introduced to estimate the elimination capacity. As shown in Figure 2, The shadow part in Figure 8 multiply ventilation rate means $N_r$ in course of bake-out. In addition, nondimensional $N_r$ and nondimensional concentration are used in later text.

2 Simulation Results

2.1 Effect of baking temperature

Because of different $D_c$ under different temperature, baking temperature take great effect on TVOC emission. In this study, basis condition was determined as ventilation for 4 h after bake-out for 5 h and air change rate was assumed as 0.6h$^{-1}$. baking temperature is set at 30, 35, 40 and 45 oC, and consider that woodwork maybe distorted after baking in high temperature, the temperature was controled under 45°C.

Figure 3 shows dimensionless removal content of TVOC under various baking temperature. From the figure, we can find that removal content of TVOC is 1.09, 1.19, 1.35 and 1.60 times respectively under 30,35,40 and 45°C when compared with that under 23°C. So it is clearly that removal content of TVOC increase with increase of baking temperature. The main reason is that $D_c$ is 3.83, 9.62, 23.48, 55.7 times compared with that under 23°C respectively. Figure 4 shows nondimensional concentration of TVOC change with time. We can find concentration increase with increase of baking temperature and arrives at 1.78 times under 45°C compared with initial concentration, but decrease to lower than initial concentration after intermittent ventilation. This proves that ventilation dilution can speed TVOC emission and shorten emission period.
2.2 Effect of ventilation rate

It is supposed baking 5 hours under 40°C and ventilation for 4 h, change ACH as 0.6, 3, 6, 12 and 30 h⁻¹ respectively. Figure 5 shows dimensionless removal content of TVOC under different ACH. It is found that dimensionless elimination capacity of TVOC increase with increase of air change rate, and arrives at 8.21 times when ACH changer from 0.6/h to 30/h. Figure 6 shows ventilation 4 hours is enough to decrease indoor TVOC concentration to a lower level after baking, and it is sooner if ACH is higher. When air change rate arrives at 6h⁻¹, 3 hours is enough and indoor TVOC concentration will not change with ACH increase.

In all, ventilation after baking take a great role on decreasing indoor TVOC concentration and removing pollutant, but considering energy saving 3/h will be the best if ventilation more than 4 hours.

2.3 Effect of baking and ventilation time

Considering it may do damage to building material if baking time is too long, so based on experiment result of Nozaki et al, the following three cases were chosen to study effect of baking and ventilation time:

Case 1: ventilation 4 hours after baking 5 hours,
Case 2: ventilation 4 hours after baking 10 hours,
Case 3: ventilation 8 hours after baking 10 hours.

As shown in Figures 7, 8, 9, it can be found that elimination capacity of TVOC increases due to a longer baking and ventilation time generally. Compared Figure 7 to 8, it is clearly longer baking time, higher baking temperature and higher ACH can increase removal content of TVOC more effectively. While compared Figure 8 to 9, find that it is not effective when lengthen ventilation time after ACH is higher than 3h⁻¹ and baking time is longer than 4 hours. Compared 7 with 9, removal content of TVOC of case 1 is higher than that of case 3.
3 Conclusions

This paper studies bake-out exhaust dilution technology from building materials mainly, based on combining a chamber test with numerical simulation to simulate newly decorated house in China. TVOC are the main study object. Removal content of TVOC and concentration variety is studied under different baking time, baking temperature and ACH, conclusions as follows:

1. From numerical simulation, we can find that increase baking temperature, ACH, baking time and ventilation time can increase Removal content of VOCs, but these factors take different role. Because of different $D_c$ under different temperature
2. With increase of baking temperature, Removal content of TVOC increase. Because of different $D_c$ under different temperature, this content increase by degrees.
3. With increase of ACH, Removal content of TVOC increase. When initial concentration is lower than 8.027 mg/m³, it is more reasonable to choose 3/h if ventilation 4 hours.
4. Lengthen baking time, ventilation time can increase Removal content of VOCs. It is not effective when lengthen ventilation time after ACH is higher than 3/h and baking time is longer than 4 hours.
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